Cyber risk is real.

Malware and ransomware attacks are increasing - as is the likelihood of a successful attack. Most breaches use malware, usually sent via web or email. And ransomware is becoming today’s most prominent malware threat. Worldwide losses from cyberattacks will hit $2.1 trillion in coming years.

What is more, organizations often manage this cyber risk with a patchwork of security and mobile technologies that don’t work together, further burdening short-handed IT teams.

All of these factors combine to increase cyber risk overall and magnify the potential severity of a cyber event.

Meanwhile, 68% US businesses have not purchased any form of cyber liability or data-breach coverage, showing that businesses are not adopting cyber insurance at a rate that matches the risks they face.

So how do we better get our arms around cyber risk?

Benefits

- Get more effective security to stop more threats outright and respond to advanced threats faster
- Empower employees with Apple devices they know and love for greater security and amazing productivity.
- Add enhanced cyber insurance for additional risk protection
- Gain security expertise with expert incident response and threat monitoring to supplement IT
Cyber Insurance as part of a Cyber Risk Framework

Cisco, Apple, Allianz and Aon are collaborating on an industry first. A holistic framework to decisively act on cyber risk that gives organizations streamlined access to the right tools and cyber insurance to strengthen security and reduce cyber risk.

Cyber risk is a serious business issue that requires a solution that address both the technical and business challenges. This is why insurance and technology leaders are joining together to guide organizations in becoming more secure.

The framework starts with an online cyber evaluation that gives insights on how to bolster security postures. Organizations then strengthen security postures with technology from Cisco and secure mobile devices from Apple. It also provides the option to access security expertise in the form of incident response and forensic capabilities that bolster IT team efforts and limit the impact of a potential cyber event.

With this strengthened cyber posture, organizations can qualify for enhanced cyber risk insurance, as another element of the framework for additional protection. This enhanced insurance, underwritten by Allianz and sold by Aon, offers broader coverage terms and conditions than generally existing insurance coverage.

Interested customers will:

- Gain insights on ways to bolster their security posture through an Aon cyber evaluation.
- Improve their security postures with the Cisco Ransomware Defense solution to better defend against malware, ransomware and other malware-based threats.
- Empower employees with Apple devices they know and love for greater security and amazing productivity.
- Access expert security incident response services for swift action in the case of a cyber incident.
- Be able to apply to qualify for enhanced cyber risk insurance underwritten by Allianz.

Do you have cyber insurance today?

It is easy to get started on strengthening cyber postures and mitigating risk. Get in touch to kick off.